Addendum to the 2014 USPSA Handgun Competition Rules, February 2014.
Pistol Caliber Carbine
All references to “handgun” in the current edition of the rule book are deemed to apply to PCC as
well, except where PCC is noted in the rules.
All references to “strong hand” and “weak hand” in the current edition of the rule book apply to PCC
as follows: Strong Hand will require the PCC to be shouldered on the strong hand side, trigger pulled
with the strong hand. Both hands may be on the gun. Weak Hand will require the PCC to be
shouldered on the weak side, trigger pulled with the weak hand. Both hands may be on the gun.
NO UPRANGE STARTS WHILE HOLDING THE CARBINE.
NOTE: This applies to classifier requirements in all instances.
PCC 5.1.12 See appendix D8.

All other handgun equipment rules apply to PCC

PCC 5.2.1 Except when within the boundaries of a safety area, or when under the supervision and direct
command of a Range Officer, competitors must carry their pistol caliber carbine:
PCC 5.2.1.1

Detachable magazines removed.

PCC 5.2.1.2 Competitors must use a chamber safety flag, or clear chamber device, that is easily
visible externally to the gun when transporting from vehicles or stage to stage. Anyone found in
violation of this rule will be immediately escorted by a Range Officer to a suitable range or
safety area where appropriate corrective action shall be made.
PCC 5.2.1.3 Un-cased pistol caliber carbines must be carried shouldered or slung from the
shoulder or held in the hands with the firearm reasonably vertical. Match Directors may require
this to be "vertically upwards" or "vertically downwards" providing this is made clear to all
competitors in a reasonable manner.
PCC 5.2.1.4 Pistol caliber carbines may be transported or stored without a slip or case,
whether or not reasonably vertical, in a mobile rack or carrier as long as a chamber safety flag is
used.
PCC 5.2.1.5 Match organizers may specify that carbines are allowed to be cased or uncased
with the muzzle in a safe direction, i.e., into the side berm or backstop. This can be designated
as a “staging area” for carbines. No handgun handling is allowed in this area. When
casing/uncasing PCC’s, the muzzle must point at a side berm or backstop. Failure to point the
muzzle at a side berm or back stop during casing/uncasing will result in a DQ per PCC 10.5.2.1
PCC 5.2.1.6 Transporting pistol caliber carbines from the staging area to the start position and
back to the staging area from where the shooter unloads and shows clear, the gun must be
carried muzzle up or muzzle down with the bolt locked open or closed on a chamber safety flag.
PCC 6.2.5.1 If a competitor fails to satisfy the equipment or other requirements for PCC
division during the course of fire, he will shoot for no score.

PCC 8.1.6
PCC Ready Condition: normally the carbine will be prepared with a loaded chamber,
loaded magazine inserted, and safety applied. Other ready conditions may be specified, and may be
identical to the handgun ready condition, with the exception of holstering.
PCC 8.2.3
N/A for carbines.
carbine is loaded.
PCC 8.2.4
side.

Fingers must be outside the trigger guard and the safety applied if the

A course of fire may never require a competitor to start with the carbine held on the weak

PCC 8.2.5.1 A course of fire may never require a competitor to place his PCC in any location after the
start signal. However, a competitor may place his PCC on any stable object provided this is
accomplished in a safe manner and the PCC is unloaded or in a ready condition as stated in section 8.1.
8.3.7.1, PCC:
“Bolt closed, hammer down, flag”. While continuing to point the carbine safely
downrange, the competitor must perform a final safety check of the carbine by closing the bolt on an
empty chamber, pulling the trigger, and then inserting the chamber flag or locking the bolt open. The
carbine must then be transported with the muzzle reasonably vertically up or down off the stage to a
rack or case. Carbines may also be cased and transported off the stage in the case. When casing
PCC’s, the muzzle must point at a side berm or backstop. Failure to point the muzzle at a side berm or
back stop during casing will result in a DQ per PCC 10.5.2.1
PCC 10.5.2.1
Failing to point the muzzle at a side berm or back stop during casing or uncasing, or
sweeping any person with the muzzle of a PCC, whether loaded or not, even if a chamber flag is
inserted.
PCC Appendix A3:
All references to “strong hand” and “weak hand” in the current edition of the rule
book apply to PCC as follows: Strong Hand will require the PCC to be shouldered on the strong hand
side, trigger pulled with the strong hand. Both hands may be on the gun. Weak Hand will require the
PCC to be shouldered on the weak side, trigger pulled with the weak hand. Both hands may be on the
gun. Course descriptions may never require the carbine to be fired using only one hand.
NOTE: This applies to classifier requirements in all instances.

